
countries and observers from non-European countries and
international organizations, and has a working group
focusing on foodborne diseases. This workshop consists of
four presentations. In the first, an example of a well-
established national burden of disease study is presented,
and the utility of its results for policy making and
establishing public health priorities are discussed. Next,
main challenges to estimating burden of FBD in developing
countries, and the experience and opportunities deriving
from a large-scale research in this setting are presented. The
fourth presentation will focus on the role of international
organizations, in particularly the WHO, in supporting
countries to develop capacity, implement and maintain
country-level burden of disease studies. The workshop will
end with ample time for discussions on current approaches
and opportunities for methodological developments, chal-
lenges, possible solutions and potential for collaborations to
increase implementation and utility of studies of FBD
burden globally.
Key messages:
� National burden of foodborne disease studies are essential to

establish food safety as a public health priority, identify the
most important food safety problems, and inform preven-
tion strategies.
� Different initiatives are emerging to support international

collaboration across countries and public health authorities
worldwide.

Burden of foodborne disease in the Netherlands:
from science to policy
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In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Health mandates the
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment
(RIVM) to provide annual updates of the number of
illnesses, disease burden and cost-of-illness caused by an
agreed-upon standard panel of 14 enteric pathogens. These
pathogens are mainly transmitted by food, but also via direct
contact with animals, environment-mediated and human-
to-human transmission routes. The disease burden is
expressed in DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life Years), a
metric integrating morbidity and mortality into one unit.
Furthermore, the cost-of-illness (COI) related to these 14
pathogens is estimated and expressed in euros. The COI
estimates include healthcare costs, the costs for the patient
and/or his family, such as travel expenses, as well as costs in
other sectors, for example due to productivity losses.
Moreover, using different approaches to source attribution,
the estimated DALYs and associated COI estimates are
attributed to five major transmission pathways (i.e. food,
environment, direct animal contact, human-human trans-
mission, and travel) and 11 food groups within the
foodborne pathway itself. The most recent DALY and COI
estimates referring to the year 2018 show that the 14
pathogens in question are cumulatively responsible for about
11,000 DALYs and E426 million costs for the Dutch
population in 2018, with a share for foodborne transmission
being estimated at 4,300 DALYs and E171 million costs,
which is comparable to previous years. These estimates have
been providing vital insights for policy making as to guide
public health interventions and resource allocation for over
two decades in the Netherlands. Herewith, the approach and
outcomes of the burden of disease and COI estimates in the
Netherlands will be presented, with a focus on how these
estimates enable policy-makers and the scientific community
to monitor trends, generate scientific hypotheses, and
undertake public health actions.

Estimating burden of foodborne diseases where
public health impact is higher and data scarcer: a
study in four African countries
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Low and middle-income countries, in particular from Africa,
bear the highest burden of foodborne disease (FBD). However,
because research and disease surveillance data from Africa are
limited, previous burden estimates are subject to uncertainty.
The main challenge to estimating burden of FBD in Africa is
lack of data, where factors ranging from lack of capacity to lack
of political commitment, and a focus on priority diseases, limit
existing surveillance systems. To address this, we are working
with Ethiopia, Mozambique, Nigeria, and Tanzania, to
estimate the burden of, and strengthen surveillance systems
for, FBD in Africa. We are conducting a population survey (to
estimate incidence and distribution of diarrhea in the
community), a systematic literature review (to estimate
proportions of diarrheal disease caused by different agents),
and an active review of available FBD reports (to estimate the
extent of under-reporting in existing surveillance). Together,
these findings will provide more accurate estimates of the burden
of FBD for African countries. Lessons from this large-scale
project can be extrapolated to other countries and regions where
the burden is high but data are scarce. We highlight applying
leadership attributes, including delegation of duties, setting
milestones, regular meetings, transparency, and risk mitigation
plans. The leading role of experts in this project helps to reduce
hurdles. We have also adapted existing data collection tools for
use across our diverse African study populations. We are
engaging stakeholders who will use our research outputs, by
involving them at all stages of the project. This integrated
Knowledge Translation approach is translatable to other settings.
These studies are part of FOCAL (Foodborne Disease
Epidemiology, Surveillance, and Control in African LMIC), a
multi-partner, multi-study project co-funded by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and the United Kingdom’s
Department for International Development.

Using novel methodologies to support burden of
disease estimates
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A challenge to estimating burden of diarrheal diseases,
particularly in LMICs, where laboratory capacity and surveil-
lance systems are limited, is obtaining valid estimates of
etiology proportions of cases. A commonly used method is
systematic review of studies reporting pathogen isolation in
diarrhea cases. However, studies often differ in design, source
population, timeframe, and pathogens included, hampering
extrapolation to the target population. In a study co-funded by
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the UK
Department for International Development, we explore a
novel approach for estimating diarrhea etiology proportions in
urban and rural populations in four African countries. We
analyse sewage samples using short-read next-generation
sequencing (NGS) to determine abundance of genes that can
be mapped to specific bacterial genera, providing an estimate
of the relative abundance of specific pathogens in each sample.
In parallel to collecting sewage samples, a questionnaire-based
population survey will estimate diarrheal incidence. By
combining results, pathogen-specific incidence will be esti-
mated and compared with incidence estimates from the
traditional approach. The application NGS to human sewage
has great potential for surveillance of foodborne infections,
particularly in resource-poor settings where laboratory
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